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1. PRELIMINARY 
In this paper we determine the conjugate classes of Chevalley groups of 
type (G,) over finite fields of characteristic f 2, 3. The definition and 
properties of such groups are given in Chevalley [I] and Ree [5]. A matrix 
representation of these groups can be found in [4]. The main tools of our 
investigation are the properties of Chevalley groups in general ([I] III), those 
of groups of type (G,) ([5] Sections 2 and 3), a theorem of Lang [3], and 
Sylow’s theorem. 
Let G be a Chevalley group over a finite field K. Denote by K* the 
multiplicative group of K, We shall use the notation x,.(t), vr , fir , U, Js 
W, UC as defined in [I]. In determining the conjugate classes of G, one has 
to solve various equations of type g-lxg = y in G. The main tools for solving 
such equations are the fundamental properties (1.1) and (1.2) of G, according 
to which elements of G are written and compared, and the conjugation 
rules (1.3)-(1.6). (1.7)-(1.9) are also useful. These are consequences of 
Theorem 2 and related lemmas in [I]. 
(1.1) Every element x of G is written uniquely in the form x = uhw(w)v, 
where u E U, h E $, and v E UL . (We shall call uhw(w)v the Bruhat factorization 
of x.) 
(1.2) Every element u of LI can be written uniquely in the form 
u = n xr( t,), where the product is taken over the positive roots in increasing 
(or in any fixed) order. 
(1.3) ~~r(t)Xs(u)-~r(f)-’ = X,y(U) I-J Xir+js(Ci,j:r,,~tiUj), 
i.j 
(i, j > 0, r, s > 0). 
* A part of this work was done while the author was a fellow of the Summer Research 
Institute of the Canadian Mathematical Congress in 1966. 
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(1.4) h(Xh(wX)-’ = +(x(W 
(1.7) Let u = n x,(t,) be an element of 11, where the product is 
taken in a fixed order of the positive roots r. If W(W)-%w(w) E U, then t, = 0 
for all r such that zu(r) < 0. 
(1.8) Let 
and 
x’ = X&.,) n X,+q) Eu, U,’ # 0. 
S’>T’ 
If ~(w)-~~w(ru) = x’, then W(T) > r’ and W-l(r’) > Y. 
(1.9) If g-%,g = h, holds for h, , ha E 9 and for some g E G, then 
there exists w E W such that w(w)-%,w(w) = h, . 
Let Gi be the Chevalley group obtained from G by extending the ground 
field K to its extension field Ki of degree i in which G is imbedded in natural 
way ([I], pp. 45, 46). Denote the Cartan subgroup of Gi by !& . (Notations 
that are independent of the ground field, such as xr( ), h( ), vr , will be used 
without modification when K is extended to Ki .) For each x E Gi denote by 
xc*) the image of 3e under the field automorphism of Gi induced by the 
automorphism: t + t* of Ki . As a consequence of a theorem of Lang 
(Corollary of Theorem 1 in [2]), we have the following theorem due to Ree: 
THEOREM (1.10). Let I’(W) = {x E Gi 1 x = c~x(Q)w}, where w = O(W) for 
some w E W and i is the order of W. Then r(w) E G. 
Indeed, the theorem of Lang implies that w-l = -Z-l<(q) for some 5 E Gi . 
Then the inner automorphism y ---f 5-45 of Gi gives an isomorphism of G 
onto P(w). 
Now, let G be the group of type (G,) over K, and assume that p # 2, 3. 
Then 
I G I = Q%~ - l>(n” - 1) = @(q2 - 1J2(q2 + q + l)(q2 - q + l), 
I u I = q6, I a I = (Q - 1J2. 
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(We use the symbol 1 X / to denote the order of a group or a group element X). 
Ifp, is a prime divisor of Gandp, #p, 2,3, thenp, ) I!& 1 butp, 7 1 GB I// !+&I, 
and hence sss contains a Sylow PO-group of G, . Therefore a p,-element x of 
G is conjugate, in G, , to an element 12 E $& . If x = g-%g, g E $$, then 
x = x(Q) = g-(*)hqg(*), and 12 is conjugate to h* in G, . Then, from (1.9), 
h = W-~&J for some w E (w(w)> and h E T(W). Let 5(w) = (h E !& 1 h = 
W-Q’%), then e(w) C r(w) and (1.10) show that G contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to B(w). We shall see in Section 2 the existence of wi E (w(w)), 
i = 2,3, 6, such that I sj(wz)l = (4 + 1)2, 1 $3(wa)) = q2 + 4 + 1, and 
1 &(w,)l = q2 - q + 1. Let R(4, i = 2,3,6, be fixed subgroups of G 
isomorphic to Jj(wJ. If p, 1 1 G /, p, f p, 2,3, then p, divides one and only 
one of / !$ I, 1 R(~oa)/, I si(wa)l, or 1 A(w Hence !& or one of s(wi), contains 
a Sylow p,-group. Therefore every pa-element of G is conjugate to an element 
x E & or si(w,), and every p,-singular element (i.e., an element whose order 
is divisible by p,) is conjugate to an element in the centralizer C(x) of x E 9 
or R(w,). 
Thus our problem breaks down naturally into two parts: (i) to determine 
the conjugate classes of p-elements by investigating U; (ii) to determine the 
conjugate classes of p,-singular elements ( p, f- p) by investigating the 
centralizers of elements of !$. 
The following notation will be used throughout. [x, y] = x-ly-lxy, x wy: 
x is conjugate to y, C(x) = the centralizer of x in G, C,(x) = the centralizer 
of x in X, {x 1 ***} = the set of x..., (*a*) = the group generated by . . . . and 
K(x) = the conjugate class of G containing x. 
2. PROPERTIES OF GROUPS OF TYPE (G,) 
As in [.5], let Z={kfi, fi--fjI1 <i, j<3,ifj} (where 
5, + I, + (a = 0) be the root system of type (G,), and choose a = t2 , 
b = f1 - & for a fundamental system of roots. Thus the set ,Z+ of positive 
roots arranged in increasing order are: a = (a , b = t1 - (a , a + b = & , 
2a + b = -6 ,3a + b = la - & , and 3a + 2b = & - 6 . We shall use 
both notations for roots. From [.5] we quote the following commutator 
relations: 
h(4, %(41 = %+,(-4 %a+b( -w %a+bP34 ~3a+d-29, 
r%(t), %+&)I = F&+0(-w X3a+b(3W %7+2d3W, 
E%(t), %a+bWI = %a+zi3W, 
[%(G ~sa+a@>l = ~3a+&f4 
hz+bw, %a+&41 = %a+d3~f4 
[%W, %041 = 1, for all other pairs of Y, s E .Z+. (2.1) 
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Let x be the homomorphism of the additive group generated by the roots 
into the multiplicative group K* such that x(&) = xi , i = 1, 2, 3. The 
element h(x) of the Cartan subgroup qj corresponding to x will be denoted by 
h(z, ,zz , za). Then z1zzz3 = 1, and 
0 2 0 
V&-E2 t ‘; = 2-1 1 h(z, x-l, l), vt t 1 3 0 2-l 
= h(z-l, z-l, x2 ), etc. 
The Weyl group W of Z consists of 6 reflections w, : r -+ -r, s -+ s, 
where s is a root perpendicular to r, and 6 rotations generated by wa : [r -+ 
---e2 --f (a --+ ***. The rotations we3 and we4 will be denoted by w2 and ws 
respectively. Thus w2 : r --f -r for all Y E 2, and ws : t1 -+ E2 + [a . Let 
wr = 9)7(-T :>, r E Z, w2 = I.++ we8 , wa = w~~-~~o+,-~, and wg = w2wa .
Then there exists a homomorph:sm of (w, ( r E Z) onto W that sends wr 
into w, , r E 2, and wi into wi , i = 2, 3, 6, with the kernel (qq(-i -y) 1 Y E Z). 
We shall fix a preimage W(W) E (w,) of each w E W as follows: For the 
reflections w(w?) = wr , where r = 5, - E2 , E2 - 6 ,6 - El , El , t2 , t3 , 
and for the rotations w(w~) = wei. The action of w(w) on x3(t) and on 5 are 
as follows: 
(2.3) 
(The above constants T,,~ coincide with those given in [5], p. 442.) 
(2.4) 
For each r E 2, denote by @r (or @r,a) the image of the group SL(2, K) 
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[or SL(2, Ka)] under 9,. , and by sj, the intersection of $3 and @, . The follow- 
ing relations will be used repeatedly: 
@FI-c2 n Qt, = @(-I, 4 1)). (2.5) 
The subset (ti - tj 1 1 < i, j < 3) of ,Z forms a root system of type (Aa) 
and there exists an isomorphism (CI of X(3, K) into G such that 
The image under 4 of SL(3, K) [or X(3, K,)] in G (or Ga) will be denoted 
by Y (or !P.J. We note that Y is normalized by wg , and that 
w,l#( qw, = $((Tt)-l), 
0 0 1 
us=+ i 0 0 1, 1 100 
(2.6) 
where Tt is the transpose of T. 
Let P(w) (w E {w(w)}, 1 w 1 = i) be the subgroup of Gi as defined in (1.10) 
and s(w) = r(w) n !& . Then (2.4)-(2.6) yield the following: 
8(4 = VQl > zz , .%)I .:+g = 11, 
!ij(wa) = {h(z, n”, ZCQ”)! zl+Q+QZ = l}, 
sj(uJ = {h(z, z-Q, zQ2)) z*-Q+QZ = l}, 
5=J(w,l~,,) = (h(z, ZQ, z-“-‘)I ZQ*-l = l}, 
(2.7) 
$j(ws) = {h(z, z-*, zQ-‘)I z’J- = I>, 
Y, n ~(uJ,) N U(3, K,). 
Here U(i, Ka) denote the unitary group of degree i over Ka . 
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THEOREM (2.8). The group G contains a subgroup of order (4 + 1)2 
isomorphic to the direct product of two cyclic groups of order 4 + 1, and 
cyclic subgroups of orders q2 - 1, q2 + 4 + 1, and q2 - Q + 1. 
3. CONJUGATE CLASSES OF ~-ELEMENTS 
We divide the set of elements of If into the following three subsets: 
s, = {X&1)+2) l.42 I Zl 9x2 EK*> u2 E w, WI 
s, = {x&f> u2 IZEK*, @2E [U, q>, 
s, = (x,(t)u,ItEK,uzE[U,UI). 
THEOREM (3.1). (i) Every element of S, is conjugate to x,(l) ~~(1). 
(ii) g-lxg = y, x E S, , y E U, g E G, implies that g E U$ and y E S, . 
(iii) 1 C(x,(l) xb(l))l = q2. 
Proof. (i) We show that every element x = ~,(.a~) xll(z2) u2 of S, can be 
transformed into ~~(1) ~~(1) by an element of I@. First, by using (2.2), 
x can be transformed into X’ = x,(l) ~~(1) u’, u’ E [U, U]. Let 
where r > a + 6, t, f 0. Then (2.1) h s ows that there exists an element x,, 
in X,-, (if r f 3a + 2b) or in XV-b (if r = 3a + 2b), such that 
x;lxlxo = %(l)%(l) rl: xs(Q. 
s>r 
Then by successive applications of this reduction, we can obtain 
x’ - Xa(l) X,(l). 
(ii) Let g = uhw(w)v be the Bruhat factorization of g, then we have 
w(w)“(24h)“xuhw(w) = o-lyw. 
From (2.1) and (2.2), we have (~h)-~xuh E S 1 ; then (1.7) implies that w(a) > 0 
and w(b) > 0, and hence w = 1 and g E IQ. Consequently, y E S, . 
(iii) Put x = y = x,(l) ~$1) in (ii), then we have 
C(W) x241)) = ClI$j(%(l)%(l))~ 
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On the other hand, (i) shows that U!?J is acting, by conjugation, transitively 
on Sr . Thus 
1 Cll$j(xa(l)Xb(l))~ = t uJj t/i % 1 = q2* 
THEOREM (3.2). Every element of S, is conjugate to an element in S, . 
Proof. A reduction similar to the one used in the proof of (3.1) (i) yields 
that x,(z) u2 N x,( 1) x3a+2b(t) for any .a E K*, u2 E [II, U], and for some t E K. 
Then 
W$%( l)X2a+2b(+S = X2a+b( - I)%,( -t) E s, . 
We use the following properties of S, to classify the elements of Ss into 
conjugate classes: 
(a) The quotient group S = S3/X3a+2b is Abelian and all the elements 
in a coset yXaaf2(, are conjugate, if y $3&,+,, . 
(b) Both X, and 5, (hence @J normalize S, and centralize X,,,,, . 
Property (a), together with the relation w;‘~&+~~w~ = Xb , implies that 
every element of S, is conjugate to an element of the form 17i xia+b(ti). We 
shall regard S as a vector space over K, and 
xb(tO) %+b@l) X2a+b(t2) %+b@3) &a+26 
will be denoted by (t, , tl , t, , t,). The conjugation by an element x E $@), 
induces a linear transformation in S. The image of (to , tl , t, , tJ E S under 
this transformation will be denoted by (to , tl , t, , t,)x. We shall also use the 
the symbol s, N s2 in case sr , s2 E S, and s2 = srx for some x E !$Da . We have 
(to , t1 , t, , tJh(z, , z2 , z;‘z,‘> = (z;lz,t, , z,-lt1 > z;lz;lt, ) z;lz;2t,), (3.3) 
(to, t, , t, > t&a = c-t3 , -22 9 51 9 to>* (3.4) 
By combining (2.1), (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain 
2 a”rs aP2 -P 
= (&I, 4 , t2 , t2) 
3ff2Y a(aS + @y> /3(2aS + py) -3p2s 
3ay2 Y(2arS + PY) qd + 2/w -3w (3.5) 
-9 -y2s -yS2 63 
We determine the orbits of @Da in S - (O}. By a suitable element of X, , 
then by w, , if necessary, every element of S - {0} can be transformed into 
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an element of the forms (x0 0, 0, 0), (z,, 0, z2 , , , 0), (so 0, 0, zs), , (z, , 0, x2 , zs), 
or (0, zi , 0, 0), where zi E K* for 0 < i < 3. Next, by transforming these 
elements by an element of sj, we have 
(% 3 0, (-40) - (1, a 0, 01, 
(0, Xl, 0, 0) - (0, I,@ O), 
(%I 9 0, z2 , 0) - (1,f-J 190) or (1,0,&O) 
where A is a fixed nonsquare in K. In case q = -1 (mod 3), 
(%I, 60, Za) - (LO, 0, 11, 
and in case q = 1 (mod 3), 
(% , 0, 0, z3) - (1, 090, 11, (1,090, p) or (1 , 0, f&P), 
where TV is a fixed noncube in K. Furthermore, we have 
(LO, 0, P-lh%h(P-l, -1, --CL) = (13% 0, Ph 
uAwPa(~~ ~jh(lA2, =(l,O,l,O). 
Unlike the above classifications, a rather involved computation is needed 
for elements of type (zs , 0, z a , zs). We first transform these elements into 
elements of the form (1, 0, - 1, z) by h( ---z,~$, .~;%a , -z;l) w,x,( -1), 
then use the following identities derived from (3.3) and (3.4): 
(l,O, -1, t + t-l)v, (_c;(l-d2& 7”) h(l, 1 - ta, (1 - t2)-1) 
= (l,O,O,S-1) (34 
(LO, -1, s3 + r3)F(s) = (LO, 1, O), (3.7) 
where 
i 
s2 + s-2 
w = ?%a 
2(s2t_s-2+1) s+s-l 
s + s-1 
2(s2 + s-2 + 1) l 1 
s-s-l 2(s2fs-2+ 1) 
xq--Z- 
1 
s - s-l ’ s2 + s-2 + 1 1 * 
Put (l,O, -1, z) = (l,O, -1, t + t-l), where t is either an element of K* 
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or an element of K, such that tl+Q = 1. In case t E K*, (1, 0, -1, t + t-l) 
can be transformed into (1, 0, 0, t-l) by (3.6). In case t E K, (and cubic 
roots of t exist in K,), select s such that s3 = t and sr+g = 1; then, by using 
(3.7), we have 
(1, 0, -1, t + t-‘)F(s) h((s - s-1)--1, s - s-1, 1) 
= ((s - s-y, 0, 1,O) 
- (60, A, 0). 
Note that F(s) h((s - s-l)-l , s - s-l, 1) is contained in @D, ; i.e., it can be 
written with the coefficients belonging to K. Finally, suppose that t E K, , 
tl+* = 1 and t is a noncube in K, . This occurs only when 9 = -1 (mod 3). 
Let v be a fixed element of K, of exponent Q + 1 so that every element t with 
the above property can be written as v 3jf1 for some integer j. We show that 
(l,O, -1, #+I + .-Q-l) N (l,O, -1, V + v-1) (3.8) 
for every integer i. Let 8 be a cubic root of v. Since (3.7) yields 
(LO, -1, vsj+r + v-3i--I)F(Pfl) = (l,O, 1,O) 
over the extension KS of K, it suffices to show that all the coefficients of 
F(e3j+l) F(e)-l may be taken from K. For the sake of simplicity, put 13~ + kk= 
c(M), ~9~ - kk = s(M). Then we have 
i 
WV’ + 3F’) SW) 
qe3j+l)qe)-l = Pla s((9~c3~ef)e) s,,3j($,e, 
SK% + 3P) w 
x h(l, SK% + 3P) 430) 
w ’ s((9j + 3)q 1 . 
Since s(M) s(Q) = c((k + 1)0) - c((h - 1)0), every coefficient on the right 
can be written in terms of c(3k0) = yk + vd6 E K. This proves (3.8). 
Summarizing the above results, we have: 
THEOREM (3.9). Every element of S, - (1) is conjugate to one of the 
elements x&l), xa+dl), 41) ~~+dl), 4) 33a+43, 2nd either ~(1) ~~~+t,(p) 
or 41) xZo+b( - 1) X3a+b(S) according as 4 = 1 or - 1 (mod 3). Here h is a fixed 
nonsquare in K, p is a fixed noncube in K, and 5 is a fixed element of K 
such that the polynomial x3 - 3x - 1 is irreducible over K. 
Next, we determine the orders of the centralizers of the above elements. 
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By so doing we shall see that no pair of these elements are conjugate in G. Let 
Yl = X3a+Bbu) (wXbu)), 
Y2 = X2a+b(1) (NXo+b(l)), 
Y3 = %+b(l) X3a+b(-1) (‘vxb(l) %a+b (l)h 
y4 = &+b@) X3a+b( -1) (wxb( 1) X2a+b w 
Y5 = xb(l) X3a+b(d, 
Y6 = xb(l) %2a+b(--l) X3a+b(c)* 
We first determine Cu( yi) and K: = {u-l~~‘iu / E U} by conjugating yi 
with all the elements in U. Using the fact that [X, , X,] = 1 if r + s is not 
a root, we have Cu( yi) I (X, / r E R,), where 
R, = xl?+, R, = {b, 2a + b, 3a + b, 3a -k 2b}, 
R, = A, = {u + b, 3u + b, 3u + 2b}, 
R, = {a + b, 2u + b, 3u + 2b}, 
R, = (2~ + b, 3u + b, 3u + 26). 
For each i, write elements u E 11 in the form 
u = l-l Xr(tA JJ %W> 
TERi SEB+-R i 
where the product n xS(ts) is taken in increasing order of s E Z+ - Ri ; 
then compute u-lyiu by using (2.1). We have 
u-ly,u = Yl , 
u-1Y2u = Y2x3a+b(-3ta) X3a+2b(-3ta+b), (3.10) 
u-lyiu = YiX2a+b @hta) X3a+b(--3hit3) x3a+2b(tita + tb + 3hit2a-kb), 
where i = 3, 4, A, = 1, A, = A, and ti = -1 - 3& + 3Xita2tb , 
u-1Y5u = xb(l) Xa+b(ta) X2a+b(ta2) X3a+b(p - h3) X3a+2b(-t,3 + t,3tb -@b + f3a+b), 
‘-‘Y’ = %b(l) %+b(&z) X2a+b(t,2 - l) X3a+b(-ta3+%+~) x3a+2b(-t,3 - ctb+&+b). 
The above identities give us KF = {u-‘yiu}, and enable us to determine 
'dY2> = cxb 9 x2a+b 9 -t3a+b P x3a+2b), 
c,(%‘) = &+b 3 x3a+b 9 x3a+2b , xi), (i = 3, 4) (3.11) 
'dY5) = (&+b 7 x2a+b T x3,+2b 7 x5?> 
cdy,) = tx,,, , b > %,I : 7, 2 %n-k2b , x3), 
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X, = &(-3t) ~+a@) I t E 0, 
X, = <x,(--3ht) xza+a(t) I t E 0, 
fi, = (44 ~a+&) ~3a+zaW2) I t E Kh 
J&J = M3t) ~+a@) I t E 0. 
The groups Xi in (3.11) are one-parameter subgroups in the sense that 
Xi = {xi(t) ( t E K) and q(t,) xi(t2) = q(t, + tJ, t, , t, E K. We know from 
(3.10) that 1 KF 1 = q2, i > 2. Hence 
I Cll(Yi)l = q4 (i 2 2). (3.12) 
We note here that if u $ Cu( yJ, then uh 6 C( yi) for any h E 5. Hence 
C(Y,) n U-5 = WY,) Cb(~d. 
By using (1.7) and (1.Q we next show that 
C(YJ c w u mkJ(wa)~; (i # 2) 
(3.13) 
Put r, = 3a + 2b, ra = 2a + b, r3 = y4 = a + b, and r5 = r6 = b, so 
that yi~(3E,Ir~ri)-((X,Ir>ri). Then for any UEU and h~Sj, 
(u/z)-lyd(uh) is also in (X, I Y 3 ri) - (X,. I T > rr). Suppose that g E C( yi), 
and let g = (uh) w(w)0 be the Bruhat factorization of g. Then 
w(w)-yuh)-ly&4h) w(w) = vy$.l-1, 
and (1.8) implies that 
(3.14) 
W(Yi) 3 yi > w-lpi) > t-i . 
By checking the action of each w E W on Z, we can see that the above con- 
ditions are satisfied only by the following elements of W besides 1 : w, in 
case ri = rr ; wb in case ri = y2 ; w, and ~s,+~ in case ri = r3 = r4 ; w, , 
w2a+b and w3a+b in case ri = yb = rB . Assume that w = wBafb satisfies (3.14) 
for yi = y3 or y4 and for any u, v E U, h E $3. Then, by substituting the 
explicit form of u-lyiu in (3.10), we have 
W(W3a+b)-‘h-lX,+b(Xi) X2a+b(%ta) X3a+b(--l - 3&&z’) 
~sa+d...)h dw3a+b) E Q. 
On the other hand, w,,+,(2a + b) < 0 and Waa+b(3a + b) < 0, and hence 
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2&t, = 0 and - 1 - 3Xita3 = 0 by (1.7). This is not possible. In a similar 
manner, we can delete wZa+b and w3a+b from the case r$ = rg = r6 . These 
restrictions on w and (1.1) yield (3.13). 
The centralizers of yr and ya are now readily determined. We have 
Cfj( Y1) = fh , Cd ~4 = %b from (24, 4w,> E CC rl>, 4wd E C( yd 
from [Qa , @3a+2b] = 1, [dj, , Qjaafb] = 1, and U?:, = 3, C C( yr), U& = 
X, d C(y,). Then from (3.12) we can derive, 
C(Yl) = w, u WC7 4%)%7 = U@i, 
= (X, ) r E z+ u {-a}), (3.15) 
I C(Yl)l = 4w - 1). 
C(Yz> = GdY& u Gl(Y2) 4%> Lb 
= (X, 1 r = b, 2a + b, 3a + b, 3a + 2b, A), (3.16) 
I C(Y,)l = 44w - 1). 
For yi , i > 3, we reduce the problem as follows: We know from (3.13) 
that C( yi) [from now on yi stands for y3 ,..., ys only] is contained in 
UB u U$ w(w,)X, = U@,sj = S,@,sj, where S, = (SE, ( r 3 b) as defined 
at the beginning of this section. Thus every element of C(yi) can be written 
as sx, s E S, , x E @,s. Then sx E C( yi) implies that yi = x-4-iy$‘isx 5 x-ly$x 
(mod X3a+2b). In other words, x must fix the vector jj* E S that represents 
yi33a+sa , or (using the notations introduced with S) Unix = jji . We shall 
first determine the group 
M6 = (x j x E @,!ij, yix = yi), 
for each i. It will turn out that every element of Mi actually centralizes yi , 
Suppose we have shown that M, C C( yi). Then sx E C( yJ, s E S, , x E @,fi, 
if and only if x E Mi and s E C( yi) r\ S3 = C,( yJ. Moreover, S, n Mi C 
S3 n G&j = 1. Thus we will have 
C(Yd = Cd YiP4 3 
I C(~dl = I Gd~i)ll Mi I. 
(3.17) 
The problem is, therefore, to determine Mi and to prove that Mi C C( yi). 
C(y,), C(y,). By using (3.5) and (3.3) we can show that (0, hi , 0, -1)x= 
(0, hi , 0, -1) holds only if x is h( 1, e1 , pi) or 
VII ( -l/2 e2( -3h,)+/2 
where l 1 = &l, es = fl. 
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Thus we have, 
M, = (W, -1, -lb 
if q = 1 (mod 3), and 
M, = @(I, -1, -l);., 
-l/2 
(--3h)+/2 -1, -1) , 
if q = -1 (mod3). (2.2) shows that h(l, -1, -1) EC(YJ, i = 3,4. Put 
” (--3h,)+/2 ( 
--1/z 
Then yifi = yi implies that f;‘yi fi = yixaa+&t) for some t E K. Since 
[Qa , @sa+ab] = 1, we have f:“yi fi” = yix3a+zb(kt). On the other hand, 
fi3 = 1. Hence 3t = 0 and fi E C( yi). Thus Mi C C( yi) is proved and we 
have, 
I C(Y3)l = g; 
if p=l (mod 3) 
if q = -1 (mod 3). 
I C(Y4)l = 1;;: 
if q-1 (mod 3) 
(3.18) 
if q = -1 (mod 3). 
C( yJ. It is assumed that q = 1 (mod 3). Again using (3.3) and (3.5), we 
can see that an element of Mb must be in (h(w, w, w)) or of the form 
4%) &O > -Pi23 -&, where w = B( --I + (-3)l/“) and CL,, is a cubic 
root of p. Since w E K, but p0 $ K, we have 
MS = C&J, w, w)>. 
Then (2.2) shows that MS _C C( y5). 
I C(Y,)l = 3P4- (3.19) 
C(ys). In this case the elements of M, are not easily obtained from (3.3) 
and (3.5). We recall that 4 = h + h-l, where h is a noncube in K, . Identity 
(3.6) shows that ys N ys in G, . We know from the above argument on MS 
that the number of elements x E @a,2$2 , such that j@ = 375 , is still 3. 
Hence / M, / = 3 or 1. On the other hand, (3.9) shows that 
(170, -1, z;)W) = (LO, -1, 5)w4, 
where Q (E KS) is a cubic root of h. 
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Moreover, 
qw(y7(e)-l =ya ((83 - e-y (y ---:y-z -OJ + w-1 
03m - &3w-1 )) 
is defined over K. Hence 
~4~ = (qwe)qe)-l). 
An argument similar to the one used in the proof of fa E C( yl), i = 3, 4, 
shows that il& C C( ys). 
I C(Y,)l = 3q4. (3.21) 
This completes the determination of the conjugate classes of p-elements. 
Including the identity class, the group G contains 7 conjugate classes of 
p-elements. 
4. CONJUGATE CLASSES OF &-ELEMENTS, p,, I$ - 1 
We shall first determine the centralizers of elements of 5 and $(a(~)). 
THEOREM (4.1). C@(X)) = (9, DT I x(r) = 1). 
Proof. If x(r) = 1, th en xv(t) and x+.(t) for any t E K commute with 
h(x) by (1.4). Hence Qr = (X, , X-r) C C@(X)), and ($5, @, 1 x(r) = 1) C 
w4X)h 
Let h = h(x) and suppose that x E C(h). If x = uh’w(w)v is the Bruhat 
factorization of x, then (h-4h) h’h”w(w)(h-bh), where h”w(w) = h-lw(w)h, 
is also the Bruhat factorization of x = h-lxh = x. Hence U, v, w(w) E C(h). 
Again the uniqueness of the factorization u = l-J xr(rI) = n xr(x(r)tr) = 
huh-l shows that t, = 0 for all r, such that X(r) f 1. Hence u E (3&I x(r)=l). 
Similarly, v E (X, 1 x(r) = 1). N ow we show that if W(W) E C(h), then w(w) 
is a product of w7, r E Z, x(r) = 1, which will imply that W(W) E (@, 1 x(r) = 1). 
Let 12 = h(z, , z2 , x3). If w(w) = wl., r E Z, then (2.4) shows that x(r) = 1. 
If w(w) = w2, then zi = &I for all i, but zk = 1 for some k. Then 
x(&) = x(& - [J = 1, where (z$) = (123). On the other hand, w2 = 
w&-c,%b * If w(w) = w3, then z1 = z2 = z3 , and hence ~(5; - 8s) = 
x(& - t3) = 1; but, then w3 = UJ+~~UQ~+, . Finally, (2.6) and (2.7) 
show that ws E C(h(x)) only if h(x) = 1. This completes the proof 
of (4.1). 
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As an immediate consequence of (4.1) we obtain (4.2) below. For the sake 
of simplicity, we shall denote [s by c (and [i - 8s by b). 
w-1, -1, 1)) = (@b > @E 3 33, 
C(h(w, W, w)) = Y (if w E K), 
C(h(% z-l, 1)) = @p, ,8> (z” z 11, (4.2) 
q&-l, z-l, x2)) = (Qjb ,$5) (2” z 1,s # l), 
CW, r .z2 , z3)) = 8 (z&l # 1, 1 < i, j < 3). 
(4.1) and (4.2) remain valid when the ground field K is replaced by its 
extension Ki . Let CD: = CD,,, n r(w,). We have 
G-(w2)(h(--l, -1, 1)) = Pi? @by 8(~2)>7 
G(,s)(h(w, W, 4) = y2 n r(wJ = u(3, G), 
G-(,2,(&> x-l> 1)) = <@f > 5b2D (xQ+l = 1,%2 # I), 
G-(o,,)(h(+, z-l, z”)> = (6 , G(wz)> (zQzQ+l = 1,zs # 1,23 # l), 
%02,(h(z, , ~2 ,G)) = 5(~2) ,,;+l = 1, z&l f l>, (4.3) 
G-(,b,(h(z, @, z-“-9> = sj(4 (z+l = 1, zpfl # I), 
G(wc)(h(Z, z-g) z”-7) = S(4 (Z+l = 1, zq*fl # l), 
Ci-(co8dh(z, fl, d) = fj(4 (za*+,+l = 1,s # l), 
G(,B)(W, 2-7 z”“>) = !Xws) (z+~+l = 1, as # 1). 
We shall now determine the conjugate classes K(x) for 1 x 1 = 2 and 
1 x j = 3. It is known that G has one class of involutions ([3], [6]). The 
proof of (4.4) is given here for the sake of completeness. 
THEOREM (4.4). Ewery inzdution of G is conjugate to h(-1, -1, 1). 
Proof. If p = 1 (mod 4), then the subgroup (5, wcl+ , wcs) = 
!+j u !$wcl+ u 6~~~ v Sjw2 contains a Sylow 2-group of G, and hence every 
involution of G is conjugate to an involution of this subgroup. The subgroup 5 
contains the 3 involutions h( -1, - 1, 1) = h, , h( 1, -1, -1) = w;‘h,w, , 
h( -1, 1, -1) = w3h,pg1. The involutions in $o+~+ are of the form 
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Since 
in 5X(2, K), the above element is conjugate to 
We can show similarly that every involution in !$swbs is conjugate to 
h( 1, -1, -1). Every element x = h(z, , xs , za)ws of .$~a is an involution. 
Since at least one zi is a square in K, an element of (~a) will transform x 
into an element of the form 
h(& z-1, lP(.+, z’-l, z’2) = FC1-E2 (-iml ;) 9’E8 ( -;!-1 “0’) 
z, Z’E K. 
This element is also conjugate to h( 1, -1, -1). If Q = -1 (mod 4), then 
we can show that every involution of I’(w,) is conjugate to h( - 1, - 1, 1) in 
I”(w2) by replacing G, $$ and X(2, K) in the foregoing proof by r(w2), 
!$(w2) and U(2, K,). Note that w(w) E P(w,) for all w E IV. 
THEOREM (4.5). The group G has 2 conjugate classes of elements of order 3. 
These classes may be represented by h(w, w-l, 1) and h(w, w, w), if q = 1 (mod 3). 
Proof. The subgroup (!& ~2) =!+j~ $3wa~ !?Jw,’ contains a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of G in the case Q- 1 (mod 3). Every element of order 3 in 5~ is of the 
form h(z,, z2, za), zi3 = 1, and a suitable element of (w(w)) will transform it 
into h(w, w-l, 1) or h( w, w, w). Every element in $3~~ or $3~;~ is of order 3. 
(Therefore every 3-element of G of order > 3 is conjugate to an element in 
!+j, if 4 = 1 (mod 3). This fact will be quoted in the proof of (4.6).) Take 
an arbitrary element 
x = h(z,, z2, z3)w3 = I/J 
of Jsw3, and let 
s = 1 z;l 
w - wa 
i 
1 Zl ZlZ2 
W W+Z2 
z;‘z;l w-k-1 w 
2 1 
Then #(S)-k$(S) = h(1, w, w-l). We can show similarly that every element 
of $w;’ is conjugate to h(1, w, w-l). 
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In the case q 3 -1 (mod 3), we can show that every element of order 3 
in r(wJ is conjugate to h( w, w-l, 1) or h(w, w, W) simply by replacing 5j by 
$(uJJ in the above proof. Again note that #(s) is in F(wa) if h(z,, z2, za) E $(oJ~). 
The conjugate classes K(x), (1 x I, q2 f q + 1) f 1, 3, are readily deter- 
mined. If g E r(wa) and (/ g 1, p2 + q + 1) f 1, 3, then g is conjugate to an 
element in C(h) for some h E $(~a), h3 f 1. But C(h) = &(w3) from (4.3), 
and g itself is conjugate to an element in !$(w3). Now two elements hi and h, 
of $(w3) are conjugate in G3 if and only if ha = ~gihi~~~ from (1.9), (2.4), 
and (2.7). On the other hand, w6 E P(w3). Furthermore, h f UJF~~W~~ if 
h E Js(w3), h3 f 1, and wgi f 1. Therefore the elements of the set {h 1 h E $(a,), 
ha f l} are divided into Q(qz + q) conjugate classes of r(w,) if q = -1 
(mod 3), and i(q2 + q - 2) if q 3 1 (mod 3). A similar result is obtained 
for the elements g of F(w,) such that (1 g I, q2 - q + 1) f 1, 3. 
Next we determine the conjugate classes K(x), (1 x /, q2 - 1) f 1, 1 x 1 f 2, 
j x I f 3, I x [ + (q4 + q2 + 1). For this purpose we introduce some notation. 
Let T,, be a fixed element of SL(2, K4) such that T-lT,j” = G -i) and 
5, = &To) yC( T,,); then [2 E G, and [;l<p’ = WY’. Deiote by 7 the inner 
automorphism y -+ y2y&i of G, . Then 7(P(w2)) = G, q(@$) = Qb , and 
+t> = oe. Let 5 = <@b , @, , S), ho = 4-L -1, 11, 53 = &5(~,)), 
and 52, = v(!+j(w2) n cP~,~), r = b, c. Let 
where A, and A, are elements of K, of exponents 2(q - 1) and 2(q + 1) 
respectively. Then h,h, , hJ, , X,h, , AJ, E 5 - Q+,Qi, and 
G-b&)> = <vs( T&Y&&) ~4 To)> = 8(4 
where (r, S) = (b, c) or (c, b). Let R(wb) = ((ibh,)) and fi(wC) = (h,&). 
LEMMA (4.6). (i) 1’ x E G, (I x I, q2 - 1) # 1, 3, then x is conjugate 
to an element in 5. 
(ii) ~f~~G(I~l,q2 - 1) = (I x I, 44 + q2 + 1) = 3, I x 1 # 3, then 
1 x 1 = 3p and x is conjugate to an element in 5, Y or r](Jy, n .F(w,)). 
Proof. (i) If I x 1 is even, then a power of x is an involution and (4.4), 
(4.2) yield the desired result. If I x 1 is divisible by 3a, then a power y of x is 
of order 32 and y is conjugate to an element h in $ or R, as we have noted in 
the proof of (4.5). Hence x is conjugate to an element in C(h), hs # 1, h E &, 
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or R. If j x 1 is divisible by a prime p, # 2, 3, then either 5 or R contains 
a Sylowp,-group of G, and again x is conjugate to an element in C(h), h3 f 1, 
h E $3, or R. In the case h E 5, (4.2) yields the desired result. In the case 12 E R, 
(4.4) shows that ~-l(x) is conjugate to an element in q((@t, Djt, $(~a))) = 3, 
(ii) The conditions on / x / imply that j x 1 = 3~” for some e > 1. 
Then (4.5), (4.2), and (4.4) yield (ii). 
LEMMA (4.7). Every element of 5 is conjugate to an element in one of the 
following subgroups: 
43, fi, Wd W-4, SjJ, ,h& > fit& > WG , (4, %W. 
Proof. For any x, E @,. , we can find g, E @r such that y,. = g;rx,g, E !$, 
si or (h, , X,). Hence, for any element xbx, in Qbac, we have 
(g;;c)-lxbxc(gb&) = yb yc , as required. If x E 3 - @,@, , then x3 E @,@, 
and we have g-lx2g = yb yc for some g E Qbaje, yr E $, , sir, or (h, , X,). 
We solve (g-‘xg)” = ybyc for g-lxg. Let x = x,x,(L,&), x, E #jr, and 
yi = g-lx,&.g. Then yi E @r/k = @rk, and yp E Qr . From (g-“xg)a = 
YL2Y:: = ybyG and Qb n QG = (h,), we obtain either yi2 = yb , yc ‘2 = yc , or 
YL2 = h,Yb ,Y:” = h,Y, ; in any case, yi2 E!$, R,, or (h,, X,). Then 
a simple computation of 2 x 2 matrices shows that yi” = 1 or y: s (sj, , A,), 
(A, , k,), or (h, , X,). Since y: 6 @r , y’; = 1, or yr E !&.h, or fir&, . We show 
that, if y:” = 1, then gi-‘yigi E !&6, or a,&, for some g: E @+. . In the case 
q = -1 (mod 4), let yi = &T); then T must be of the form 
If /3 f 0, then 
transforms T into 6 -y). S imilarly, we can find an element in SL(2, K) that 
transforms T into c -i) if y f 0; if p = y = 0, then T = (*t 7:). Thus 
y: is transformed into 
by an element in @,. . In the case p = 1 (mod 4), let v-l( y:) = p)r( U); then 
u = ( (&* 
tw 
1 -&, ’ &+q + p” = 1, 
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" = i -$T+ i 
c&--i 6 0 
(&I), ji 1 0 SQ ' 
where 8 is an element of Ka such that 8-(1+Q) = -2(1 + 2aA,i), the deter- 
minant of the first matrix. Then vr( vl) E @,“, and it transforms p)r( U) into 
an element in q-1(si,&). Therefore yr is transformed into an element in 
$&. by an element in ar. We have thus shown that every element of 
3 - QaaC is conjugate to an element in !+j, si, R(wJ, or R(w,) and the proof 
of (4.7) is completed. 
The conjugate classes A(x), x E fi, fi, A(c+,), S(w,) are readily determined. 
All the elements in the above subgroups are conjugate in Ga to an element 
in $3a . From (1.9) we know that an element in one of the subsets Sj - (ha), 
si - (ha), R(qJ - (A, u !&), fi(wJ - (!&, u R,), cannot be conjugate 
in G, (a fortiori, cannot be so in G) to an element in another one of these 
subsets. Again from (1.9) we know that two elements of fi (or fi) are conjugate 
to each other if and only if one can be transformed to the other by some 
W(W) [or ~(w(w))]: We can also see that two elements of fi(wJ [or A(w,)] are 
conjugate to each other if and only if one can be transformed to the other by 1, 
rlbb), WC 9 or dub) WC [or by 1, wb , d%), Or wbdwc)Is 
It remains to determine the conjugate classes of the p-singular elements. 
From (4.6) and (4.7) weknowthatiflxl =mpe,m#l,e#O,thene=l 
and m is a divisor of q - I or q + 1. Furthermore, if 1 x 1 # 2p, 3p, then x is 
conjugate to an element in !$a& , $j& , fib+%, , or si& . An element 
b,(t) E h& > t # 0, can be transformed into &x8(l) by an element of 5, 
and an element &x,(t) E &XE, can be transformed into kCxS( 1) by an element 
in S(W,). Then, by using (1.9) and the fact that x1 N x2 implies xlP N xap, 
we can see that a pair of elements xi and x2 , xfp f 1, xy # I, taken from 
the union of the subsets !&,x,(l), &xb(l), !+,x,( 1) and &xb(l), are conjugate 
to each other if and only if they belong to the same subset and x,p = xp. 
Using this fact, we can find the number of conjugate classes A(x), 1 x j = mp, 
m f 1,2, 3. For the centralizers, we have 
wvx,UN = 8rK (4E$3r,hr2f 1>43# 1) 
C(hxs(l)) = %K @,~%,h2# l,k,3f 1) 
(r = b, c and s = c, 6) 
which can be shown as follows: 
W&(l)) c WJ n %(l)) 
= (@8ssC u %$t(h&)) n CW)>. 
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Take an arbitrary element g = g&h,.&), g, E Ds , in the coset @,!&(f;,&). 
Then g--&x,( 1)g = g;rx,(A)g, , where X is a nonsquare in K, thus g;lxs(X) g, f 
x,(l) for any g, E !Ds . Hence no element of this coset centralizes x$(l) and 
we have 
Similarly, 
If x E G, 1 x 1 = 2p, then x is conjugate to one of elements &x,(l), h,x,(l), 
h,,xb( 1) x,( 1) or h,,xx,( 1) x,(h), where X is a nonsquare in K. 
Finally, the conjugate classes K(x), / x / = 3~. In the case Q = 1 (mod 3) 
xp N h(w, w -l, 1) or h(w, w, w), and accordingly x N h(w, w-l, 1) xc(l) or 
x N h(w, W, w) y, where y is a p-element of Y. The subgroup Y, being iso- 
morphic to SL(3, K), has 4 conjugate classes of p-elements which may 
be represented by ~.+t,(l>~ x~~-t,(l) xt,-t,(l), x&l) XC,-&> and 
%,-c,(l) xc,-&2)~ where p is a noncube in K. Hence y is conjugate to one 
of these 4 elements and we can see that G has 5 conjugate classes of elements 
of order 3p. Similarly, in the case q = -1 (mod 3), every element of order 
3p of P(wJ is conjugate to h(w, w-l, 1) y, , h(w, w, W) yi , i = 2 ,..., 5, where 
Y~E@PT,Y~E@$, andy,,... , y5 are representatives of 4 conjugate classes of 
p-elements of Ya I-I T(w,) N U(3, Kz). 
This completes the determination of the conjugate classes of pa-singular 
elements for all p, 1 q6 - 1. The results of Section 4 are summarized in the 
following table. Each entry S of the first column denotes a set of elements 
in r(w) for some w. Every p,-singular element of G is conjugate to an element 
in one and only one of the sets ;i(S), where +j is an isomorphism of T(W) onto 
G such that ?j(S) C G. The second column denotes the number of conjugate 
classes of G into which the elements of the set q(S) are divided. The third 
column denotes the order of the centralizer of an element in +j(S). F = 1 or 
-1 according as q = 1 or -1 (mod 3). 
h(-1, -1,l) 1 !-iw - lj2 
&J, w, w) 1 43(q2 - + 1w 4 
/2(2,2-l, 1) -!A - 3) 4(4 - l>“(n + 1) 
H-1 = 1, 22 # 1 
h(z-1, 2-1,!2? > &(4 - 4 - 4 cd4 l)% - + 1) 
f-1 zzz 1 9 ? # 1, 22 # 1 
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4% > x2 9 x3) &k2 - 8q + 17 + 2E) (q - 1)2 
Zn-1 zzz 1 x.,&l i , 2 3 # 1 
/2(x, x-1, 1) H4 - 1) 4(4 - lk + 1)” 
x4+1 = 1, x2 # 1 
h(x-1, x-1,.9 ) it(P - 2 + 4 4(4 - l)(!l + 1)” 
,fJfl zz 1, x2 # 1, 23 f 1 
4% > x2 9 x3) 
XT+1 = 1, 2 xixy # 1 
h(x, xq, x-q-y 
24*-1 = 1 , ,!?Yfl # 1 
h(x, x-q, iP-1 > 
,#-1 = 1, x4*1 # 1 
h(x, XQ, 29”) 
Zl+g+s = 1 , z3#1 
h(x, x-q, xq 
.&P+p.B = 1 $#I 
/2(-l, -1, &b(l) 
h(-1, -1, l)%(l) 
AC-19 -1, l)%(lh(l) 
y-1, -1, 1>%(1)%(4 
&4 w2 W)Y 
YE& or 0: 
&, w> W)Y 
ye?P or y2 f-l wJ2) 
&, z-l, l>%(l) 
29-l = 1, 22 # 1 
h(x-1, x-1, X2)Xb( 1) 
&?2 - +I + 5 - 2E) (q + 1)” 
cl - II2 
it4 - 1)” 
&(q2 + q - 1 - 6) 
&(!I2 - q - 1 + 6) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
H!? - 3) 
Q(4 - 4 - 4 
zQ---l = 1 x2 
h(x, “l;s,(l) 
# 1, 23 # 1 
H4 - 1) 
,@+1 = x2 1, # 1 
h(x-1, x-1, 1) X”)Xb( S(q - 2 + 4 
1;9+1= 1 x2 , # 1, .x3 # 1 
q2 - 1 
q2 - 1 
q2+q+l 
q2-q+l 
q2(q2 - 1) 
q2k2 - 1) 
a2 
%I2 
9% - 4 
?I2 
!l(Q - 1) 
4(4 - 1) 
d!? + 1) 
4(4 + 1) 
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